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peter nagourney              The Basic Assumptions
of Literary Biography

Biographies about creative individuals in the arts and sciences present
special problems for the biographer, and biographies about literary
personalities present even more particular difficulties. This discussion
focuses upon literary biographies, but the basic assumptions found
here also appear in other biographies. The general differences be-
tween literary and other kinds of biography are in the knowledge and
understanding of the audience and in the nature of the subject.

Readers of a non-literary biography are familiar with the general
outlines of the events and actions which have distinguished the biog-
raphy's subject but will never be entirely knowledgeable about the
details of these significant episodes. The biography provides informa-
tion which clarifies and completes the readers' familiarity; impres-
sions about those events which distinguished the biographical subject
are intensified and completed for the reader in the process of reading
the biography. Biographies dealing with artists, musicians, and scien-
tists whose actions in the culture are mostly creative in a non-verbal
context, concern decisions, actions, and events recognizable and
familiar but beyond the readers' talents or experiences.

However, readers of a literary biography will usually have read
some of the subject's works and may possibly have read all the crea-
tions for which the subject was distinguished. In contrast to readers of
a non-literary biography, the literary biography's readers may well be
as familiar with the subject's achievement as even the biographer,
granted the availability and accuracy of the author's complete works.
Information provided by the literary biography may not concern the
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nature of the subject's achievement; the literary biography may
neither change nor intensify the reader's understanding of that
achievement, but it usually provides information which parallels the
literary creations and which may be seen as supplementary to but not
necessary for understanding these creations.

Literary biographies concern individuals whose achievements con-
stitute a different dimension, not just a different magnitude, from the
readers' reality. The creative process itself remains incompletely
understood and is accessible to most individuals only through reading
the literary products, that is, studying the results of the creative pro-
cess. Having read a literary biography, readers are not necessarily
closer to understanding either the subject's created works or creative
process than they were before reading the biography. The literary
biography can fill in background information about the subject's life
and times and can connect the subject's literary creations to events in
the life, but all this information must remain supplementary to and
not necessarily significant for the reader's appreciation of the bio-
graphical subject's noteworthy achievements in the culture.

An interesting difference between literary and other biographies
lies in the connection between the medium of the subject's achieve-
ment and the nature of the biography itself. The achievement of the
uterary biography's subject exists in the same realm as the biography
commemorating that achievement. The subject's achievement em-
ployed words to create the outline of imagined lives, and the same
abstract tool of words must create an outline of the actual life. The
achievement of the subject in non-literary biography more likely con-
cerns direct actions and language with practical applications, yet the
biography's medium of communication returns to the creative, evoca-
tive uses of language.

In thinking about this difference we note a curious paradox:
through the imaginative use of language in the published writings, the
subject of a literary biography may have created imaginary activities
for imaginary characters which are greater in scope and excitement
than actual events in any life reported in a non-literary biography,
even though the actual movements of the literary individual within
the world are likely to have been more limited in nature than those of
most subjects in conventional biographies.

There are further distinctions one might draw between literary and
conventional biographies, but these general notions are sufficient to
focus this discussion upon the unique concerns of literary biography
while still allowing the most general characteristics of this kind of
biographical achievement to be extended to the general issues relevant
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to all biography. We can now look specifically at the nature of literary
biography.

By focusing upon the production of literary documents as the justi-
fication for a life-history, the literary biographer automatically pro-
vides a structure for his studyÂ—he will have to make the life com-
prehensible in terms of the literary artifacts which justified the
original inquiry, illuminate these creative events, and relate them to
each other or to the known facts of the life. Until he can satisfy these
criteria, the biographer's efforts exist as incomplete research; when his
work can satisfy the assumptions that he, his publishers and editors,
and his readers share about the appropriate coherence necessary for a
biography, then can his work be finished.

We can state these assumptions about literary biography fairly easi-
ly, and recognize in them cultural biases which are so basic as to seem
inevitable to us: a biography should present a unified life, should
reveal this unity with specific anecdotal evidence, and should demon-
strate change, development, and/or growth with the passage of time.
The question we are considering now is whether these prominent
characteristics of literary biography derive from the nature of life or
from the nature of writing about life.

Traditionally the task of the literary biographer has been seen as
one of recovery, as if some truth about an individual fully existed in
historical records, challenging the diligence and thoroughness of the
biographer to reconstruct, as R. D. Altick phrases it, "the whole por-
trait from the tiny pieces into which the accidents of time and memory
had shattered it."1 The biographer's success could then be evaluated
"in terms of its degree of attainment of this ideal."2

Care in locating sources and selecting documents therefore was of
primary importance, and research methodology received much atten-
tion from literary biographers. However, seeking written documents
in an attempt to reconstruct the life of a human beingÂ—our only
recourse when the author is no longer livingÂ—presupposes notions
about the nature of man and the nature of written records which also
deserve scrutiny.

If biography is conceived of as the search for historically verifiable
truth, it is a scholarly problem. But when, as is more frequently the
case, biography is defined as, or implied to be, a search for the under-
standing of personality, it becomes an interpretive problem. And
those authors who suggest biography is no less than the portrayal of
personality create an artistic problem as well. Each approach to biog-
raphy creates particular demands upon the biographer accompanied
by unique methodological and theoretical difficulties. These demands
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and difficulties can be understood as limits upon the biographer's
potential achievement, deriving strictly from the complexity of any
human subject and the uncertainties of biographical and historical re-
search.

The view of biography as a search for historically verifiable truth
assumes that man can be defined as the sum of his actions, that what is
external and visible in man is significant and what is unknown or un-
knowable is not, and that by carefully documenting these visible ac-
tions and accessible reports we can assemble the portrait and know the
man.

If the biographer wishes to make inferences based upon more than
"the data of observation"3Â—that is, if he wishes to define biography as
the search for understanding of personalityÂ—he will be attributing to
his subject cause, motive, and intention, and he must hope to discover
adequate means of understanding these behaviors. The decision to
write interpretive biography not only allows for but in fact demands
the capability of understanding human behavior; this will be an act of
interpretation, not of research, and requires a different assumption
about man: that he is the source, not the sum, of his acts.

But if biography acknowledges inner experience at all, it cannot at-
tempt to limit the possibilities of that experience. Our current
understanding of the almost infinite complexity of the human mind
suggests that the potentials for experiencing reality are limitless, and
therefore any account of an episode in a life, whether concerned with
objective or subjective behavior, must be necessarily partial and selec-
tive. Therefore, despite the potentials for accurate and honest expres-
sion of internal states of being, the materials so expressed must be
understood as, at best, only the expression of one facet of experience,
one selected by the writer from many in accordance with pressures of
his momentary needs, his heredity, the environmental requirements,
or whatever determining factor his theory of behavior requires.

Awareness of the complexity of man leads to acknowledgement that
we can never know the absolute truth of experience. At best we can
know different statements about how our subject constructed reality at
different times in his life. Our research, even when verified and com-
pleted, reflects only partial truth. Even the subject cannot claim to
know himself completely, for his self-perceptions are changing and
selective. Awareness of complexities in the present is necessarily
limited by his preference, prejudices, intelligence, and attention;
while understanding of his past is a matter of memory and viewpoint,
which can, and obviously do, change.4

The  definitive biography,  then,  does  not  exist  as  a realistic
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possibility which the biographer can realize once he finds that missing
letter or that rumored box of manuscripts. There is no absolute truth
about a man, only relative and partial truths which are themselves
limited by humanity, and by depending upon subjective statements by
the biographical subject and his contemporaries.

Yet literary scholars depend upon and assume the accuracy and va-
lidity of literary biographies, although the theoretical and methodo-
logical bases for the biographer's task lack the rigor to justify such
faith. Most examinations of the biographer's task focus upon guaran-
teeing completeness, verifiability, authenticity, and accuracy of bio-
graphical information, allowing reconstruction of the factual outlines
of the subject's life.

But reflection will reveal that the areas of knowledge which the
biographer can never know are enormous. Altick states this problem
concisely:

. . . only an infinitesimal fraction of the events in a life ever has been or
can be recorded. What comes down to the biographer, under the best of
conditions, is a small selection, and one that is almost wholly accidental.
It has no necessary bearing on the genuinely crucial episodes and con-
cerns of a man's life; it is merely the aggregate of the data which hap-
pened to be set down, for reasons that seldom had anything to do with
their ultimate biographical importance, less all which, though once re-
corded, has subsequently perished. Many centrally significant events,
furthermore, were never recorded in the first place; they were locked in
the unwritten memories of those who participated.5

Writing a biography, as an intellectual process and phenomenologi-
cal act, also exists within complex emotional, intellectual, social, and
cultural environments, and knowing this we must further qualify the
potentials of the form. Actually, it has become fashionable in bio-
graphical literature to ackowledge the inevitable subjectivity of the
biographer's choices, a recognition made easier by Lytton Strachey's
openly partial presentation of biographical evidence.

However, having made this admission biographers then attempt to
salvage their task, arguing that since subjectivity is inevitable, at least
the biographer is the best qualified interpreter of available informa-
tion, and that we need the biographer's "intelligent intuition and sym-
pathy."6 The reader cannot interpret the subject himself for he lacks
the total documentation;7 the biographer must exercise choice, but at
least he can be aware of exercising choice and can perform his task, it
is argued, with as much rigor, care, and insight as possible.

Again this is an ideal solution, and in practice the act is immensely
complicated. Clifford warns that "... every choice of a passage to be
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quoted involves a personal decision which is motivated by all the psy-
chological factors which have formed the biographer's own personali-
ty and opinions,"8 and the biographer's own prejudices, motives, and
purposes of writing his subject's life deserve the scrutiny they are
receiving today.9 When Clifford recently questioned historians and
biographers about their choices in writing, all insisted upon their ob-
jectivity but, "when finally pinned to the wall, they had to confess
that the choices were personal ones, and must have represented an at-
tempt to put together some coherent character portrayal which had
gradually evolved in their minds."10

This admission by practicing historians and biographers reflects a
larger issue which literary biographers have yet to confront. If subjec-
tivity is inevitable, selections must be made; if selections are not ran-
dom, a principle of choice must be involved. In almost every case
where biographers have expressed their thoughts on this topic, we
find the same principle operating:

A biographer has to take a view of what his hero was really like, or what
sort of a man he became at different times in his life, and then the
biographer has to manipulate his material to sustain that view.11

. . . the writer of a biography must develop in his own mind a vivid im-
age of the person he is to describe . . . once it has been fashioned in the
brain, it stands as a creative force ... to control the selection of detail
and the unfolding of the narrative.12

. . . most biographers . . . started with some well-developed idea of what
his subject had been like, and inevitably chose his evidence to support
his pattern.13

The logician's terms for this process are inference and deduction;
the psychological term (and the one I shall use) is conceptualization,
defined as "any theorizing that is imposed upon a raw narrative."14

What is the origin of the biographer's conceptualization? What is
the source of his image of the subject, in keeping with which he will
make his final choices? The obvious answer is that the image arises
from his complete data, but the problem has further dimensions. This
image doesn't arise as soon as the final document is studied, taking in-
telligible form like a complete jigsaw puzzle, but exists in some form
almost from the beginning. The final view of one's subject will prob-
ably be modified by the research, but a sense of the author, however
vague, has had to exist in the biographer's very decision to write
biography. Each bit of information fills in, modifies, or alters the
developing image of the subject, yet at some point the biographer feels
that some bits of information are more relevant and valuable than
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others for revealing his understanding of the subject. While this takes
place the biography takes form.

The processes by which individual biographers have performed
their labors would be as difficult to recover and communicate as the
complex creative acts their biographies set out to comprehend. But it
is possible to observe the tendencies toward which all individual bio-
graphical labors lean and to note how completed literary biographies
share the basic assumptions already identified. These assumptions,
that the published version of a life shall reveal unity and development
supported by specific anecdotal materials, allow biographer and reader
to share common premises about appropriate biographical form. By
examining each premise in detail we can investigate the extent to
which this appropriate form depends upon assumptions about life and
assumptions about writing about life.

1. The Premise of a Unified Life. Most biographers and critics
discussing biogaphy mention the need for unity and order, referring to
"the universal pattern,"15 the "tissue,"16 "the central kernel,"17 "the
artistic pattern,"18 the "coherent and meaningful story,"19 "the well-
knit, esthetically pleasing structure,"20 or the "manifest uniqueness of
organization."21 Different times may seek different unities, with the
nineteenth-century's search for moral coherence displaced by the
twentieth-century's quest for psychological consistency, but integral
to the very notion of biography resides the assumption of a unified
life. It is doubtful that any biographer could identify an equally
satisfactory unity in his own life, or in the lives of his closest friends
and relations, but his published labors seek and display such formal
coherence. The reasons for the contradiction lie with the biographer
and not the life, in the differing complexities of a three-hundred page
book and a sixty-year life, and of course derive from the inevitable
selections which characterize the nature of biographical research and
writing. The biographer could select his materials randomly, produc-
ing chaos, or not select at all, resulting in the unreadable casebooks
which occasionally are published; but, excepting these undesirable
and impractical alternatives, the biographer must select. As we have
already observed, when selections are made principles of choice are
implied, and every facet of writing impels towards order as the mini-
mal principle of choice, even though, as one critic noted, "no subject
for biography ever lived his life in order to fulfill a pattern in the mind
of a future biographer."22

The biographer's conception of his function within the scholarly
community also contributes to his search for and eventual discovery of
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unity in his work. His biography represents scholarly labor that others
should not be expected to repeat, so he feels obligated to produce a
text acceptable to editors, publishers, reviewers, journals, knowledg-
able readers, and previous biographers. A biography without coher-
ence, if published at all, will be reviewed without mercy, labeled
incomplete, incoherent, and perhaps irresponsible. Inconclusive or
tentative analysis will only aggravate his readers: their expectations
demand the clearest presentation of whatever sense the biographer has
made from his materials. For his career's sake, he must make sense of
his data before publishing his findings.

Even without the pressures of colleagues and editors, the biog-
rapher would seek order. His decision to write a biography and his
commitment of years of his career provide pressure to conclude his
project and stimulate a desire to have his conclusions accepted to
justify his labors. For his own sense of closure he will work until his
materials assume a shape which allows him to display familiarity with
his data and understanding of his subject. His very dependence upon
print, and the necessity for formal divisions within his text, imply
discoveries of principles of order which are being communicated to
the reader in his chapters, which are artificially and perhaps arbitrari-
ly divided into segments of nearly equal length.

2. The Use of Anecdotal Evidence. The biographer dramatizes his
found unity with details and anecdotes selected from the many his
research has uncovered. The biographer must select, as we have seen,
so therefore he selects items which he feels are most representative,
most vivid, and most able to communicate the sense of his subject to
his readers. The notion that some details and episodes in a man's life
more than others reveal the true nature of the man is important in bi-
ography, and can be traced back to Plutarch. In his life of Alexander
he argued: "the most glorious exploits do not always furnish us with
the clearest discoveries of virtue or vice in man; sometimes a matter of
less moment, as expression or a jest, informs us better of their charac-
ters and inclinations, than the most famous sieges, the greatest arma-
ments, or the bloodiest battles whatsoever."23 Samuel Johnson ex-
pressed this belief in Rambler #60, 24 and Boswell quotes him in the
Life as saying, "There is nothing, Sir, too little for so little a creature
as man. It is by studying little things that we attain the great art of
having as little misery and as much happiness as possible."25

Similar testimonies to the value of especially minute circumstances
reoccur in the literature with remarkable consistency. Leslie Stephen
wrote that "a single concrete fact, or a saying into which a man has
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put his whole soul, is worth pages of psychological analysis,"26 and
twentieth-century commentators restate this point in varying terms:

... the picture which we carry about with us of some of the most il-
lustrious men is created, not so much by the rounded and measured story
of their lives, as by a single act or incident or sentence which stands out
from the pages, whether of the best or of the most inadequate
biography.27

The profoundest and most general truth about a character may emerge
from little details of daily life, minor anecdotes of eating and sleeping
and spending and laughing and lying.28

... a careless word, spoken with no intention whatever, a mere gesture,
the lifting of the hand or the turning of the head, may fling open a wide
window into a man's inmost heart.29

... the most trivial habit will often suggest the interpretation for some
major trait of character.30

We may have Freud to blame for the contemporary biographer's
ability to justify some trivia as "psychologically meaningful and ar-
tistically right,"31 but we cannot use his theories to explain away the
attractiveness this view has always held for biographers. I would not
presume to deny the collected wisdom of thousands of biographers,
but I think it is possible to argue that belief in the value of particular
anecdotes is a factor, like the search for unity, of life as observed rather
than life as lived. Who, after all, ever stops to reflect that his last
gesture or comment really epitomizes his character, except when he
suspects it might appear inconsistent with his fancied image of him-
self, and he hopes his friends and enemies were not watching?32 For
contemporary observers and later biographers, dedicated to discover-
ing inner meaning from the meagre information available, the desire
for revelatory anecdotes inevitably leads to selection of some as more
consonant with our image of the man than others.

The biographer chooses because the conventions of literary biog-
raphy require a liberal use of anecdotes. As AndrÃ© Maurois noted,
"Human beings only live in biography to the extent that others have
seen and taken note of their actions."33 The demands of the reader
also are an important factor in biography's anecdotal nature; Thomas
Fuller cheerfully acknowledged reader needs in his seventeenth-
century collection of biographical portraits:

I confess, the subject is but dull in itself, to tell the time and place of
men's birth, and death, their names, with the names and numbers of
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their books; and therefore this bare skeleton of time, place, and person,
must be fleshed with some pleasant passages. To this intent I have pur-
posely interlaced (not as meat, but as condiment), many delightful
stories, that so the reader, if he do not arise (which I hope and desire)
religiosior or doctior, with more piety or learning, at least he may depart
jucundior, with more pleasure and lawful delight.34
Of course contemporary biographers have more rigorous arguments

for their practices, but despite the justifications they provide, I cannot
avoid noticing how anecdotes appearing in literary biographies reveal
stylistic invention and structural perfection noticeably absent from the
lives of my contemporaries. Perhaps this reveals further evidence of
the decline of civilization, but, as one historian explained the phenom-
enon, it also reveals how "literary style sometimes dictates the sacri-
fice of truth. Epigrams [and] anecdotes . . . if properly qualified in the
interests of accuracy and truthful reporting, would be robbed of pithi-
ness and color."35 It may be that the biographer's selection depends as
much upon his recognizing anecdotes which will read well as finding
those which will inform.

Biography's written form naturally creates demands for details
which can be accurately transferred into print, so the verbal utterances
and written phrases of the literary man seem particularly suitable as
anecdotes. Reports of episodes which are complete, self-contained,
and which have or can be given a form appropriate to print, that is, an
introduction, a development, and a preferably witty or memorable
conclusion, will be especially favored. However, there is no necessary
reason to believe that an action or episode which struck an observer
vividly was especially significant, meaningful, or revealing for the
doer, and in any case, the biographer has no way of ever knowing this.
Significance, as well as beauty, often lies in the eyes of the beholder.

If the biographer's stylistic embellishments can distort his presenta-
tion of individual episodes in a life, any focus upon some episodes and
not others inevitably creates distortion. Herbert Spencer's objection to
the autobiographer applies to the biographer as well: "by leaving out
the humdrum part of the life, forming that immensely larger part
which it had in common with other lives, and by setting forth only the
striking things, he produces the impression that [the life] differed
from other lives more than it really did."36

Desire for vivid and realistic presentation of a life, employing detail
to provide what Edgar Johnson, biographer of Dickens and Scott,
called "density,"37 may lead the biographer to consider using nar-
rative devices from fiction. For biographers who imagine their respon-
sibility as including the portrayal of personality, the illusions possible
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to the novelist will be especially attractive. All biographies share some
narrative conventions with fiction, if only the assumption of unified
character and dependence upon illustrative detail, but some in-
corporate dialogue, flashbacks, and dramatization. There are obvious-
ly great differences between the sources, responsibilities, practices,
and readerships of fiction and biography, but to the degree that
neither a fictional or biographical account can ever replace a living
person, they occupy similar categories as imaginative constructions.

Both fiction and biography depend for their realization upon a
reader, and both propose that their readers accept their fragmentary
descriptions of recognizable reality as the outlines of a human life.
Past events are retained as memories, and descriptions of imaginary
events may evoke mental impressions as vivid as memories. The dif-
ference, for the reader, exists only on a secondary level of response.

The first response concerns messages about actions found in the
novelist's or the biographer's descriptions. The second level of re-
sponse concerns information about how to treat these primary mes-
sages. The significant difference between fiction and biography is
mainly in the second realm, of metacommunicationÂ—that is, commu-
nication about the data communicated. Fiction comes with a message
which says, these descriptions which stimulate your imagination were
never real; biography says, the events did happen. The reader pro-
vides the appropriate response, for nothing in the material presented
necessarily requires one response or the other. We can recognize this
in our uncomfortable response to hagiography: the conventions of the
form say the saints' lives really took place as described, but the im-
probability of their miraculous activities demands a response more ap-
propriate to fiction. Our belief in the factual basis of narrative rein-
forces its powers to please and impress us; every biographer
recognizes that he must establish the believability of his character
before introducing any unconventional details.

One critic, Philip Toynbee, presents an extreme example: "if we
had no other reference to Dr. Johnson, nothing would prevent us from
supposing that Boswell had ingeniously invented his subject, out of
air."38 We may find the example ludicrous, but the observation is
valid nonetheless; today there is controversy about whether Carlos
Castenada's works about Don Juan, a Mexican shaman, are brilliant
fiction, innovative anthropology, or sensational biography. This con-
troversy exists because his readers require information about the kind
of reality his work claims to represent to determine the nature of their
response.
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3. The Assumption of Development and Growth. Literary biography's
assumption of development and growth arises necessarily from the
premise of unity and the use of anecdotal evidence. Unity refers to the
static situation, but anecdotes will refer to episodes from all periods of
the life: to justify incorporating anecdotes implying different charac-
teristics of the subject, while maintaining the notion of a unified life
experience when summarizing decades of existence, biographers em-
ploy convenient abstractions such as growth, maturity, development,
and progress. The biographer's belief in order and the structural re-
quirements of his work are important determinants in his conceptual-
izing. He may write about "the evolution of a human soul,"39 "the
master-themes of a life ..." found in "the diurnal stream of exis-
tence,"40 or his subject's life as "a clear and beautiful stream";41 but
even if he avoids this language, maintaining strict chronological ter-
minology, he is committed to some notion of progress.

There are two dimensions of this involvement. The first, a cultural
factor, reveals biographers sharing Western man's commitment to
progress as an explanation for change. Change may not necessarily
reflect progress or growth, or even regression or decay: all these terms
are abstractions imposed upon reality. However, as we have previous-
ly noted, biographical form presupposes explanation and order, so in
this matter cultural patterns reinforce biographical needs.

The second dimension of biography's search for growth derives
from the practical limitations of biographical data. In no case have we
accounts for all episodes of a life, and frequently, reliable data is
available for only small portions of the life. The biographer, in coping
with gaps in his information, must hope no crucial data is missing; he
assumes the existence of connections between episodes in his subject's
life which may be connected only in the chronology of his documenta-
tion. In filling gaps in his subject's life the biographer constantly
makes judgments about relevance and significance in much the same
way discussed by Fielding's narrator in Tom Jones:

When any extraordinary scene presents itself. . ., we shall spare no
pains nor paper to open it at large to our readers; but if whole years
should pass without producing anything worthy his notice, we shall not
be afraid of a chasm in our history, but shall hasten on to matters of con-
sequence, and leave such periods of time totally unobserved. (ILi)

When the biographer makes his judgments he must deal with a prob-
lem no novelist has to face, the fact that his subject's life may assume a
form completely inappropriate for successful narrative. Especially
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with literary figures, whose activities in the world may have been
minimal, can this present the biographer with the problem of finding
interest in a dull life, a life perhaps distinguished from all other dull
lives only by the surprise appearance of a solitary literary masterpiece.

Whether the biographer searches for growth or merely interesting
episodes in his subject's life, his search is always a review. Just as any
autobiographical account inevitably selects and rewrites the past in
light of the present, so too will a literary biographer select and inter-
pret his subject's life in light of his privileged information about the
subject's future. Retrospective views always find appropriate ante-
cedents, but can we determine whether the subject's action or thought
had the same significance during his experience, in his recollection of
the experience, and in the biographer's interpretation of the subject's
experience? The same practical and psychological pressures influenc-
ing the biographer's search for unity also apply to his presentation of
change. He is looking for, and can be expected to find, "the
'dynamics' of the personality he is studying,"42 whether or not the
subject, when living, recognized any such force.

If we summarize what has been said about literary biography, we
find difficulties in all stages of the task. The literary biography seeks
to understand the complexities of a human being, usually long dead,
who expressed himself incompletely, sometimes dishonestly, usually
without thinking about the use his writings would have. The biog-
rapher examines whichever documents the accidents of time have pre-
served and he has been fortunate enough to locate. These documents
will have been written, perhaps thoughtlessly, by his subject and by
contemporaries of his subject who may have deliberately distorted
their writings for reasons the biographer can never recover or under-
stand. Confronted with this mass of documentary evidence, the biog-
rapher is required by conventions of the genre, practical problems of
academia, and psychological pressures he may only dimly intuit, to
form a coherent view of the complex life of this long-dead human be-
ing. Then he must attempt to find in the life unity, order, and interest
even if the only available evidence is inconclusive or suggests the con-
trary. He will select some evidence and discard the rest, never quite
certain whether his selections are based on his prejudices, truth about
his subject, or his intuitions about the needs of his book. And always
at the back of the biographer's mind there will be the nagging realiza-
tion that even if the greatest biography of all time were written about
himself, he would probably question its facts, laugh at its inferences,
and reject its conclusions.
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So biography is an imperfect form, we conclude, and finality and
perfection must be considered unachieveable. But we still feel that
something can be done because we know the real human being we so
imperfectly approach did exist with as much complexity and life as we
recognize in ourselves.43 And if records of the past are untrustworthy,
we must realize they are the only past available.44 Despite all demon-
strations about the difficulties of biographical inference, the biog-
rapher constantly attempts to find new approaches or procedures to
enable him to penetrate the documentary remains to the person who
originally created them.

There have been attempts to devise "scientific" ways of measuring
true meaning, by counting the number of action words in the prose, or
forming ratios between different linguistic patterns.45 Handwriting
analysis offers another quasi-scientific inferential tool. Some biogra-
phers argue that the biographer has the right, and even the obligation,
to use his imagination in interpreting another's life.46 Some interpre-
tive biographers have even hinted that their invention of a subject's in-
ner life may be closer to truth than the biographer's guarded sugges-
tions.47 Occasionally, when writing about the work they have just
completed, biographers describe their insights as coming not from the
careful application of a strict methodology but from "intuition"48 or
processes even more difficult to describe:

As soon as she began composition, she felt almost as if she were in a
trance, as if the story were telling itself.49

And then, without any warning, when you are in the depths of bored
discouragement with the whole project, something very strange happens.
The character you have been studying with decreasing enthusiasm sud-
denly comes alive in your mind.50

Can we say it doesn't happen like this? But can these biographers
prove their intuitions reflect truth?

Our repeated questions about what kind of information we can
know about man constantly lead back to and can be seen to depend
upon our view of man. If man is seen as the sum of his actions, with
his inner core either denied, ignored, or considered irrelevant because
unknowable, then a careful biographer can make some statement
based upon the quantity and quality of evidence recovered. If man is
seen as a complex psychological creature, whose actions are less
significant than his often hidden motivations for these actions, then
even the most careful biographer will find certainty elusive. Today's
readers seem interested in what Altick describes as "the realm beyond
awareness and articulation,"51 so I question whether literary biog-
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raphers can satisfy their curiosity. Older biographers could simplify
their subjects to satisfy their audience's expectations; modern biog-
raphers will never be able to make their works sufficiently complex.

The biographers quoted above, describing writing biography as an
almost magical transcendent act, suggest one final area in which
literary biographers must think further. Literary biography, by defini-
tion, focuses upon individuals who possessed great talent or even
genius in their chosen areas of application; then it attempts to under-
stand the nature of the individual's achievement and the circum-
stances surrounding it. As we have seen, this creates an expectation
that the author of an interesting book was himself interesting.52 We
have discussed the possibility that this expectation is false and have
seen how it creates pressures on the biographer to write a particular
kind of work. What if we now assume that this expectation is true, that
literary talent does derive from genius or from extraordinary and
unique abilities? Will this not make the biographer's task even more
difficult than before? Where once he had to make inferences based
upon ordinary human motivation, which he understood, or thought
he understood, intuitively, now he must attempt to speculate about an
area he cannot share, which has never been explained or understood,
whose existence is evident only in its artistic manifestations, and
which may by definition be incomprehensible to him.53

On this topic let us listen to Freud, from whose theories all modern
biographers take inspiration and instruction; the occasion was Freud's
acceptance speech upon receiving the Goethe medal in 1930:

We all, who revere Goethe, put up, without too much protest, with the
efforts of his biographers, who try to recreate his life from existing ac-
counts and indications. But what can these biographies achieve for us?
Even the best and fullest of them could not answer the two questions
which alone seem worth knowing about. It could not throw any light on
the riddle of the miraculous gift that makes an artist, and it could not
help us to comprehend any better the value and the effect of his works.54

What, finally, is the validity of the biographical writings upon
which we, as students of literature, depend? They cannot represent
truth, but neither do they qualify as fiction. AndrÃ© Maurois' definition
of the species that he calls Homo Biographicus, created to supplement
E. M. Forster's distinction between Homo Fictus and Homo Sapiens,
presents the dilemma clearly:

Homo Biographicus is a third species. What distinguishes him from
the other two is that he is much more in action. . . . Homo Biographicus
is always in action; he is writing letters, or governing empires (or trying
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to govern them), or running after women or deserting them; he is a being
of quite incredible activity. . . . Homo Biographicus . . . talks very little
with his fellows and never thinks when he is alone. He writes letters and
often keeps a diary. If he writes no letters and does not keep a diary, it is
a bad mark against him, and furthermore he is punished by the fact that
he practically ceases to exist. It is true that Homo Sapiens also writes let-
ters, but his letters are of no great importance. Very often he doesn't
believe in them; he knows their proper value and would be astonished if
any one should regard them as authoritative. Homo Biographicus writes
a letter and always believes what he writesÂ—at any rate, that is the im-
pression we receive from all who are concerned with him.

Homo Biographicus is treated with much greater severity that Homo
Sapiens. Homo Sapiens is continually contradicting himself. . . . We
forgive him because we do not consider his career from one point of view
only; we see him changing imperceptibly and consequently we have time
to get used to his successive variations. Homo Biographicus, on the other
hand, is put together in two or three hundred pages under the eyes of
strict judges and we condemn him as soon as he contradicts him-
self. . . . You see that life is a difficult thing for him. ... he is a species
in process of disappearance. He was primarily made up ... of cor-
respondence and diaries; modern life, moreover, tends, by its rush as
well as by its more rapid means of communication, to obliterate all the
writing on paper which forms the flesh and blood of Homo Bio-
graphicus. The most romantic passages in life to-day take place over the
telephone. . . . Verily, the life of Homo Biographicus seems to be
precarious.55

What have been described in this discussion as basic assumptions of
literary biography might also be considered inevitable distortions in
any written life history. The discovery of order, pattern, structure,
development and insight into a life are all achievements which relate
to the biographer's triumph over accumulated data rather than any
breakthrough in recapturing another's life. A good biography follows
the assumptions of previous biographies and creates a plausible liter-
ary document capable of evoking a pleasing and appropriate experi-
ence for its readers. This experience may even include the illusion that
the essence and form, or the significant and revealing moments of the
life, have been represented. But this illusion testifies only to the biog-
rapher's successful creation based upon a limited, often arbitrary
selection of documents. Forced to serve as a feeble shorthand for the
chaos of a once complete life, these documents help translate the biog-
rapher's conceptualizations into the reader's reality.

Admitting the illusion and avoiding the distortion by publishing
merely the extant documents cannot satisfy readers. Satisfying readers
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with an appropriately structured biography cannot avoid distortions
imposed by the demands of the printed format. Suggesting that biog-
raphy is finally an "art" admits the fictional nature of the genre, but
the biographical format promises not fiction but some kind of truth.

These difficulties are inescapable because life is not art, thoughts
are not documents, beliefs are not actions. Biography as a written
form must follow conventions of the genre and satisfy reader expecta-
tions. It is assumed that biographies should have unity, interesting
anecdotes, recognizable progressions. They will continue to make
more sense of life than any life as lived, which may be their continuing
attraction to readers.

By pointing out these fundamental assumptions about literary biog-
raphies, and indicating their inevitable basis in the literary format
rather than in the life depicted, this discussion attempts to caution bi-
ographers about their claims for biography as a science and stress the
limits of biography as an art. Readers too should be reminded to
balance the neatness of the lives they read with the raggedness of the
life they live. There is no expectation that the writing of biographies
will decline, even if this discussion has illuminated some of the in-
herent contradictions of the genre. The quest for knowing and under-
standing another human being has always been too strong to discour-
age writers and readers from the impossible search for life upon the
printed page.
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